
S PR I NG / S U M M E R 2014  E YE W E AR CO LLEC T IO N

The Spring/Summer 2014 Alexander McQueen eyewear collection features sunglasses and optical frames with new  
interpretations of the brand’s most iconic details, such as the skull. This latest collection boasts skilful manufacturing 
techniques and precious materials, perfectly blending tradition with a modern f lair, to ref lect the brand’s unique style.

SOPHISTICATED COLORS

Mod. AMQ 4247/S, AMQ 4248 /S and AMQ 4249

The decades of the 50s and 70s inspire these women’s 
oversized cat-eye acetate sunglasses and optical frames.  
The upper front prof ile has a distinctive sculpted shape 
highlighting the eye. The style is available in bold colour  
combinations, such as havana /black and white /light blue  
as well as classic shades of red, navy blue, light  
havana /dark havana and total black.

LUXURIOUS DETAILS

Mod. AMQ 4251/S and AMQ 4252

Retro-inspired and butterf ly-shaped, these women’s  
sunglasses and optical frames feature a combination  
of metal inserts on the upper front prof ile. The gold  
and palladium grey  tones of the inserts stand out  
against the understated tones of black, havana /brown,  
havana /grey, white and burgundy, giving the style  
a particularly luxurious feel. 

NEW SKULL

Mod. AMQ 4245/S

These large women’s acetate sunglasses have a vintage  
feel and feature the brand’s iconic skull on the hinges,  
with an added f lower detail in line with the SS14 catwalk 
collection. The color palette includes timeless hues of 
black, havana, white, brown and striped purple with  
shaded brown or grey lenses.   

The collection is available starting in January 2014. 

The Alexander McQueen collection of sunglasses  
and optical frames is produced and distributed by the Saf ilo Group. 
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